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··THE

COMMENT

Letters to the Editor

Tumbrel

Dear Editor,
I would like to comment on the
attitude of the students, faculty and
administration of the Bridgewater
State College campus, but before I
begin, a little background information is needed.
Before I transferred to this school
from the South, I must confess, that
I, along with many other sou·
therners, held certain conceptions
about northemers(yankees). It is
generally considered that northerners are a cold and unfriendly
lot-brutal, ill-mannered, unrefined
(welL.maybe a little too heavy on
the brutal and ill-mannered, but definitely unrefined). However, my one·
and-a-half years here at Bridgewater

Perspectives on Politics

by Tom Gregg

The Season of Forgiveness
December 8: This is the time when columns like TUMBREL h1rn
mellow and wax philosophical. Christmas tends to do that to even the
hardest heart.
It is despite the crass commercialism and cheaptalk media hype, a
gentle season. Wars may continue to rage, famine may still stalk the
globe, but Christmas is a time for hope. And so we have an especial need
of Christmas which grows year by year as the times become more and
more barbaric.
Our greatest myth is that of progress. Leaders like to paint a picture of
a world marching steadily towards Utopia. Reality is somewhat different.
In everyway, except perhaps in the field of technology, we have been
slipping back towards darkness. The barbaritities of a modern war would
have shocked Frederick the Great. The Flemish masters would find our
so-called modem art positively comical. Shakespeare would consider
our literature nothing more than a vast, sterile wasteland. The main
currents of political thought, east and west, left and right, all tend
towards absolutism. Our splendid slogans--"human rights" "freedom of
choice" etc. etc. really denote a deep-seated selfishness, the extent of
which staggers the imagination. No, we have not progressed.
The bleak outlook is what insures the survival of the ChrIBtmas
season. It is a time for looking baekward to old traditional valul?S, for
family, for the simpler pleasures of more innocent years. ChriStmas
means peace and love·-both alien to modern civilization. Power and
hared have become our gods. And yet this gentle time still has ways in
which to move us.
. You don't have to be a religious believer in order to partake of
Christmas. The theme of salvation and the teachings of Christ are sane
and logical, whether you believe in the Son of God or the mortal man. He
said that love is what matters--a doctrine still honored,· though seldom
practiced nowadays. But it still exercises a powerful fascination. ·
Thus my little essay upon the meaning of Christmas, at least in the
world-historical sense. On a more personal level, I love to receive gifts,
and to receive them. Old friends come home. I eatalld drink too much,
help decorate the tree, concoct my infamous egg-nog, perhaps even
attempt a carol or two.
· .
Christmas is the season of forgiveness. Now when you write a column
on politics you find yourself getting pretty hot under the collar at the
as5orted fools, dolts, pinheads and idiots who are pleased to call them·
$elves our leaders. But what the hell-·absolve them of their sins.

has only verified ... no, I mean,
opened my eyes to the real truth of
how wrong I could be.
Seriously, this letter is meant as a
thank you not to those friends of
mine students, faculty and
administration·who have made and
will make my last two years of col·
lege more enjoyable than I could
have ever hoped for or imagined.
Your many invitations to me to
spend Thanksgiving with your families truly touched me. I was raised in
a climate that believes that Thanksgiving is an exclusive family eventrarely are 'outsiders' invited in. Yet
even those people whom I have considered to be acquaintances gener-

ously invited to into their homes.
You've shown a concern and a car·
ing that makes me realize the importance of friendship; never should it
be taken for granted. You've also
left me unable to express my grati·
tude to each of you adequately.
Now that Christmas is approach·
ing, again I feel incapable of extend·
ing to each a uproper" Christmas
wish (with finals so close to Christ·
mas, its difficult to do). So, to my
friends and 'at:quaintances'students, faculty and adminis·
trationl wish for you all the joy of
Christmas and all the luck in the
coming New Year.
Sincerely,
Your Token Southerner

t
~

To the Editor,
-------•
Ina few.weeks approximately one
rt is perhaps not ironic that the
third of the population of this planet few countries(e~cluding the U.S.)
will celebrate, in one form or which hold the fate of the world in
another, a holy day known as their hands do not share in this cele~
Christmas. This celebraion takes bration. True, you .say, but these
place in the midst of a world whose countries have different religious
future is uncertain. Many are they and or moral beliefs. (Some of
who say that a nuclear confronta· course. do not permit their.citizens
hon is not only possible but very to have religious beliefs.) However,
probable. Faced with this apocalyp- differing religious and moral belieb
tic prospect it is not difficult to make .no matter if there is.one unr··
understand why so many look with versal desire: peace. It .is not so
~ynicism. upon the peace and joy important that everyone believe,
which Christmas supposedly offers
us.
continued page 8
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Not a creature was stirring, not euen a mouse. The
stockings were hung by the chimney with care, in hopes
that St. Nicholas soon would be there. The children
were nestled all snug in their beds, While visions of
sugarplums danced in their heads. And Mamma in
~.....,.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiir---~ her kerchief and I in my cap had just settled down for a
long winter's nap. When out on the lawn there arose
such a clatter, I sprang from my bed to see what was the
·~.------. matter. Away to the window I flew like a flash, tore
open the shutters, and threw up the sash. The moon on the breast of the
new-fallen snow gave a luster of midday to objects below, when, what to
my wondering eyes should appear, but a
miniature sleigh, and eight tiny reindeer,
~
~~~~~'!!!!!P with a little old driver, so lively and quick;
·~·
..
I knew in a moment it must be St~ Nick. More rapid than eagles his
·

fj

.£).,~!~ ~
C

coursers they came. And.he. whi.stled an··.d. s•·ho.·u·t·e·.·d·,··a····nd. call·e_.·d th.. e. _m b.. Y·
name: "Now, Dasher! Now Dqncer!Now Prancer
.
& Vixen/On, Com1J?t!On, Cupid! On Donder and
Blitzen! To the top of the porch, to the top of the
wall! Now, dash away! Dash away! Dash away
all" As dry leaves that before the wild hurricane fly, ~~~~~~
when they meet with an obstacle, mount to the sky, so up to the housetop the·
coursers they flew With a sleigh full of toys, and St. Nicholas, too. And then in
a twinkling, I heard on the roof The prancing and pawing of each little hoof. As I
drew in my head, and was turning around, Down the chimney St.
~~~~~~ Nicholas came with a bound. He was dressed all in fur, from his
head to his foot, and his clothes were all tarnished withashes and soot.' A bundle of toys ,,......~~~~:...,
he had flung on his back, and he looked like a peddler just opening his pack. His eyes in~. . .
how they twinkled! His dimples how merry. His cheeks
were like" roses, his nose like a cherry·. His droll little
mouth was drawn up like a bow, and the beard on his
·chin was as white as the snow. The stump of a pipe held
~~1. . . . .~• 1 tight in his teeth, and the smoke, it encircled his head
like a wreath. He had a broad face and a little round
belly that shook, when he laughed, like a bowl full of jelly.He was chub_by
and plump, a right jolly old elf, and I laughed when I saw him, in spite of
myself. A wink of his eye and a twist of
his head soon gaue me to know I had
nothing to dread. He spoke not a word, but went straight
to his work, And filled all the stockings, then turned with a
you have a
jerk. And laying his finger aside . of his nose, and giving a nod, up the
most enjoyable
holiday season.
chimney he rose. He sprang to his sleigh, to his team gave a whistle,
Greetings from
and away they all flew like the down of a thistle. But I heard him
all of us~
exclaim as he drove out of sight, "Happy Christmas to all, and to
all a good night."

May

The- poem was rejected by the
Arts Magazine in 1878.

"Look, Ma!"

"Do you dare?"

"Oh, I
Shoveled
Out The
Wrong Carl"
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Bridgewater Liquors
For all your Holiday Spirits!
(In Rico's Plaza)

25 Broad Street
Bridgewater, Ma.
Kegs of Beer
Always Available

697-4333

Plenty of Parking
O'pen 'til 11:00 p.m.

Innsbruck, Austria, Jan. 8-17
$809 . 00 To Fulfill Your Ski Dreams

Our group price includes airfare from · Boston to Munich-motor coach from Munich to
Innsbruck. While you are in
Innspruck you will be staying at
the first class Hotel Graur Baer.
Continental breakfast and
dinner are also included in your
package price.
A private bus will be at your
hqtel each morning to provide
easy access to thefive major ski
areas of Innsbruck. .
........

-~

............ "" ....... ....
~

We. -selected Innsbruck·
because it provides skiers With a
huge variety of ski terrain and
many activities. Stroll down
cobble-stone streets lined with
shops displaying leather work,.
traditional Tyrolean costumes,
lovely· embroidery, and hand.
carvings from near by villages.
Eat ·the traditional veal {wiener
schnitzel) and pastry specialties
0f this Tyrolean Capitol. Sip the
wines ~nd beers•. .learn the word

·memories of Austrian Alpine
''G emutlichheit".
The ski area choices will be skiing!
Saturday morning (Jan. 16th)
phenomenal. Ski a different area
each day. A free ski bus is availa- you will leave your hotel for a
ble to take us to all five ski areas. short two hour journey to
Select from Hungerburg, lgils, Munich and check into the Hotel
Tulfes, Mutters and of course Penta. Upon your arrival you are
the famous Azamer Lizum (you free to explore the many wondwill love this one). Each moun- ers of this famous Bavarian city
tain has the sun-bathing terraces and of course the famous HofEurope is famous for. Won't we brau ·haus.
The following day, Sunday,
enjoy returning home .with the
look of a Caribbean tanand the

we· have

a

leisurely morning

before departing for the United
States. This will be a memorable
trip, join us. For furtherinfonnation you c'an call Candy Kendall
at extension 286 or Buckles and
Boards Ski shop at. 834~ 7097.
Optional ski pass is priced at
$48.00
· Also optional are day trips to
places such as Italy, St. Anton,
and Salzburg.

·-- ................................................ _.......................... _........................ _................ -.. -........................ - .... -..................................... _..................... _. __ ... _........... - ... - .......... -... -... -.. -... - .......... - - ... .......
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Bridgewater State College

Choral Society

CHRISTMAS
CONCERT
featuring traditional holiday music
Friday, December 11, 1981
8:00 p:.m.
Student Union Auditorium
.
.

ADMISSION IS FREE.

,,~

SGA CALENDAR
The SGA's December 8th meeting was conducted with efficiency and
dispatch. Highlights:
Treasurer Bill O'Neil had to apologise to the Senate--he left his weekly
financial report in his other pants.
Lucy Collins and the Legislative Affairs Committee got a hearty "well
done" and a round of applause for completing a detailed review of the
SGA Constitution. Various recommendations for improvements are in
the works.
Mari-Ann Imbaro was appointed by Senate vote to the All-College
Committee.
Bob DeYeso{Senator-at-large) handed in his resignation, which was
accepted by the Senate. Bob won't be returning to school next semester·we hear that he's going to be furthering his political fortunes in the
outside world. Good luck from SGAC, Bob.
The Senate approved $225.00 to fund a showing· of the film
"Extravaganza".

SGA WHISPERS
Assistant Treasurer(not Senator, as we called her last week) Laura
"crash" Braver wanted. us t? pass on her thanks to all of you'-who
providecCfnput-·anhe-acaoeniic· calendar issue. She tells us that the
response was impressive.
Not a lost weekend, just a lost Monday: Will BSC have tq makeup the
missed day resulting from that unexpected snowstorm that.socked up
on Saturday and Sunday? President Mullen, in his executive report,
thought not--but he's checking.
Senator Mary Noonan has been digging into the financial aid swamp.
How will tomorrow's students survive in a world without lavish federal
subsidization of higher education? What can they do to protect their
interests? Mary is getting the answers to these questions, and you can
read about it next semester in THE COMMENT.
A kiss before finals: Yes, there's still tome to send a sprig of mistletoe
to those near and dear; Your SGA has established an on-campus deliv·
ery system, and you can sign up for it on Friday, December 11th, from
lOAM to 2PM, in front of the bookstore in the Student Union. Commuters can buy the festive sprigs and deliver them in person.
Just a typing fol: Deadlines beginning to crowd you? Haven't started to
type that 50 page paper on. the history of Prussia from 1300 to 1871?
Starting to panic? Gripped by despair?. Well, wake up and smell the
coffee, boys and girls! Remeber--your SGA has leased extra IBM Selectric typewriters to help you cope with end of the semester blues. Get em
while they're hot in the SQA offices.
LETTERS.from paAe two.
without a doubt, that Jesus Christ is
the 'savior of the world'. Rather, that
they believe in what He symbolize,s.His birth was a free gift of love and
forgiveness. 'Later He would teach
us to show mercy and to tolerate
·each other without passing judge1ment. Imagine if you will, how differ·
ent our world would be, if for even
one day, our world leaders incorporated a little tolerance, mercy and
love into their political affairs. A lofty
ideal, you say, but not very realistic.
May f be so bold as to remind you
that our country was founded in the

name of some very lofty ideals. My
friends, we create the "reality"
which we choose to live and die in. If
this is nothing more that a fanciful
illusion, if our world is not in serious
trouble, then time will prove me
wrong. I only hope there is enough
'time.

If Its Physical,
Its Therapy!
by Sue Leoni
"Physical therapy and rehabilitation through sport" was the topic
when guest speaker, Claire F.
McCarthy spoke at the Children's
Physical Developmental Clinic on
Saturday, November 14th. Ms.
McCarthy is a physical therapist
and Director of the Department of
Physical Therapy at Children's
Hospital.
"Every activity has its risks," Ms.
McCarthy said, "and not every
sport is for everybody." She
stressed the importance of preparation and conditioning for both handicapped and non-handicapped
individuals participating in sport
activities.
Claire McCarthy talked to clinicians about present day trends
toward increased recreation. "This
can be translated into work for the
handicapped as well," she said.
When working with handicapped
persons, however, it is even more
important to evaluate the need for
adequate preparation and conditioning in order to maximize potential for benefit. Along with increased
recreation trends come more financial difficulties, particularly on the
local level. It is here that we must as,
·"what is our commitment and
responsibility as practitioners to
advocating for the maintenace and
expansion of our programs," Ms.
McCarthy stated. She continued by

expressing the need for a strategy to
cope with this difficulty.
Ms. McCarthy's next area of discussion centered on the importance
of the development of individual
programs for handicapped individuals participating in sport activities.
"Evaluation and preparation of a
program has to be a team effort,"
the physical therapist said, "and
input from the patient, family, physical therapist, physician and physical
educator is very important." Items
important to consider in the development of a program include identification of abilities, limitations and
family resources. It is here where
the "development of therepeutic
objectives are translated into pleasurable activities.
Equipment was another area
covered by the physical therapist in
her lecture at the Clinic. Equipment
may be used to protect, support,
assist or position. Whether or not to
use a partieular piece of equipment
should be decided on an individual
basis. Wheelchairs are .an example
of such equipment. "Some of the
worst injuries I see with recreational
activities have been involved with
wheelchairs," Ms. McCarthy commented. The problem with wheelchairs is that they create the
"illusion of safety." Safety is of
utmost importance. Equipment
should always be chieked; the

course traveled should be checked;.
activities should be monitored, and
restraints should be checked as
well.
Participation in group activity
sports is something which is now
available to handicapped persons,
but this has not always been the
case. Activities may have to be
adapted so individuals may have
success, but .. success is where the
motivations and enjoyment are,"
Ms. McCarthy pointed out. She
made use of a side presentation to
demonstrate how various handicapped individuals enjoy sport
activities.
The actual benefit of sport to handicapped individuals is difficult to
document. Research does show,
however, that "even someone starting out at a low level of fitness may
achieve a higher- level."
Claire McCarthy concluded her
discussion by discussing the importance of coordination between therapists, physicians, teachers and
family. Ms McCarthy's lecture concluded the fall season of the Children's Physical Developmental
Clinic.
Applications are now available for
the spring session and may be
obtained from Dr. Joe Huber or
from the Health and Physical Education Department.

Thank You
Thank you St. Josephfor a r~quest granted. H.F. and B.F.

M.R.

P .S. I would like to wish Leonid
Brezhne~, Yassir Arafat, Ayatollah
Khomeini Moammar Khadaffi, and
Menache:n Behin, the peace, joy,
and love that is truly Christmas.

ON JEANS; ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR, PHYSICA
FITNESS CLOTHING AND ATHLETIC BAGS
PRECISION HAIRSTYLING
73 Broad Street, Bridgewater

697-9806

CHR1,s]}
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BRADY'S V ~

~·-BALLOONS. li

byh.i.S'

t"Balloon Bouquet
Ten Colorful Helium~Filled Balloons
With. Matching Ribbons
Personally DelivererJ
With a Card .. ·
(Tuxedo Delivery Available)

12" Balloons - $.15 .50
16" Balloons - $21.75
Seven Days '1 Week
8a.m.to1 a.m.
· Call 822-3624 or 822 ..2583

Wra~

Shoemakers to Arnenca
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VISA
MASTERCARD
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CHRISTMAS HOURS
SUNDAVS 12 :t9 5

RT. 18 .
BRIDGEWATER CENTER

MONDAY-SATURDAY9to9

From the Women's Center
OF HAIRSPRAY

THE MAGIC BOX
by Liz Scroggs

Ah traveller in the night,

It was so enchanting and elegant
to me
It held a special bewitching charm
It sparkled in the sunlight
I was amazed with the memories
it knew
I had admired it on her vanity
with a childlike glimmer in my
eye and pounding curiosity and
passion in my heart.

perceive the absorbing power of darkness.
Twist eyes in the frightening uninvolvement
of our existance.

Coffee

away above tfie threatening
enveloping ebony.

The tears of joy streamed down
my cheeks as she gently placed
the magic box in my open,
eager hands.

Christmas

Sink, bleached transparent, into a
foreign cloak.

To take to Pegasus and ride

Ima$ine my elation when at
Christmastime she handed it to me~
Wrapped in shimmering gold paper,
its tiny legs sticking through, I
was now to be the owner of its
fasciation
She knew of the love I had for
the enrapturing heirloom; she read
it in my eyes and in my smiles

Women's Center

Need no glutonons Henry IV to prey
upon us, break us down to
mere figures w/i space.
Carrying ourselves across our own
gender,s weakened heart, draw
swords against on~ another.

Nature's- lover wanting not to
understand steppers upon cemented
ways and polyester goddesses.

Release your differences from
mind and heart and join
together-all like.
Aivin Scanlon

B.S.C. Women's Center is sponsoring a Christmas Coffee House
Tuesday, December 15 from 7:30-11:00 pm. Come join our celebration.
Refreshments will be serves:} an9 · entertianment will be provided by
"Honey and Lemon". Donation 50¢.
Our special thanks to all who attended our panel disscussion and film
on the ERA. We hope you found it enlightening! Our apologies to those
who were unable to find where the film was being shown.

The Buddy System
For Guided Safety

The "graceful" battling the
nymph believers and those who'll
personify a moving stream.

Maskless faces open to the
wind sneered at by and sneer
at. those many others painted.

House·

In order to accomodate students during finals, the BSC Women's
Center will be sponsoring a Buddy System designed to safely to all dorms
and student apartments. We should all make ourselves more alert when
walking _around the campus at night, especially if you are alone.
Ignorance, denial and a false sense of security makes one more
vunerabJe. Rapes have occured on this campus, but accurate naumbers
are not available because they are not always reported. It is not our
intention to alarm students, rather to make everyone aware of the
realities. According to F.B.I. statistics, one in three women will be raped
in their lifetime.
If you are ever in need of help, do not hesitate to contact the Student
Health Services (Infirmary}, the Women's Center, the Counseling
Center, .Puosto, the Catholic Center and the Campus Police. These
people are there for you, let them do their job, and be assured that all
records and information are kept strictly confidential.
The Buddy System will meet at 10:00 PM and 11:00 PM in the smoking
lounge on the first floor of the Maxwell Library for departure to the
respective donns and apartments. Dates for the Buddy System will
include: Thursday, December 17
Friday, December 18
Sunday, December 20
Monday, December 21
Tuesday, December 22
r

A BAG OF BEAUTY
Christmas Plants
Mistetoe
Single Roses.

Holiday Silk Arrangements

Walk_er''s
Flowers, Inc.

East Bridgewater

17 Central Square
Bridgewater
697-1000
lleGchcomber fours

Ed Drane
Proprietor

Rt. 18

PREsENTs rrs

14th ANNUAL

378-3060

Christmas Sale
1980 - 1981
Fischer & Olin Skis · Now $140-$180
Reg. $230..$300

x . Country Skis

Now$49-$90

Reg. $70-$120

Dqwnhill Boots

Now $36-$165

Reg. $60-$265

·and
Back Packs

Duffee Bags
Salomon ··626

$11.95-$23.95
$16.95.-$25.95
Reg. $95
Now $77 .95

Holiday. Hours
Monday thr0:ugh Friday 10 to 9
Saturday 9 to 5

just fine! A very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year
to: Rich, Al, Rich!!, Donna, Chris,
Clare, Anne Marie, Robin, Kevin,

lOA Laura.
and Co Asst. Housemates Jeannie
and Karen Merry X-mas. Happy

Fran, Brian, Greg, Ralph, Anne,
Cathy, Beth, Ginda, Ed, Rich,Lvnn.

coming year. P.S. Thanks for putting· up with me, girls Love Baby
Cakes

Dan:

Margaret, Bill, Mike (yes ~:ou!),
George, and those I can't quite think
of right now!
Your great guy,

Stuart!

and everyone else I've missed

! would like to wish LYNNE a very
Merr~,1 Christmas and a Happy new

Year. You are very special to me. l
1

Cathy, Chris, David,
and Pa Herlihy,
Auntie Ri. Uncle

love you and 1.vill miss
Your Secret Admirer

~/OU.

To All The Girls at the Hill, Pope.
ScoiL and Wom1: l would like to
thank >1ou all tor an enjoyable
sernes.ter. i would especially like to
thank Rooms 212,309, 220, 423, and
509 for their generous contribu·
tions. Cheers! JAMES BOND

lend a hand{ or two) to all of it. Merry
Christmas! WITH LOVE, the brat

xxox

Yours Truly Al

Choio: haaaaaaa haaaaaa (answer
the phone) haaaaaa Merry
Christmas-love the Breathers

-------------I'll never forget the state ! was in
last year at this very same time. My
hopes, dreams, wishes, and future
~vere nowhere to be seen. I'll always

guys·You look great men -We're
proud of ya·l<eep up the good work
Merry Christmas Love ''the
girls"3.N.C.L.J.L.T.D.

be grateful for

your help and

Jules

Jo, Lo, and Li- You
witches!: ,Just who the

cl<ass
do you

think you are'>? That's okay, we

Iv/EL

Good luck in

an

encourgement y'OU spread upon me.
I wish you the merriest Christmas
and the drunkest New Year. Love

------

knmv who

ta's good to you.

life com-

are-Cheers to you

for the

lu,:e The

/Class

.and Na

shc:rcd wiH

THE LATE GREiff

never be

Editor ~fargaret P .S.
There's going to be sorne changes
around here.

plums get to dance i:ind that I get to

Kathy, Clare, Diane, Beth, Robin,
Eunice, Dorena, and Chris A Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year!!

Love

tu Brul us?'. From

TO
Here's hoping your halls
get decked, vour chestnuts roasted.
your mist!~ .toed, that your sugar~

Brian, Kevin(Bc·nd), Fran, Ed,
Scott, Greg, P.alph, AnneMarie,

Mike Bradley of 11 ·Bat the Studem

Greg

MERRY CHRISTMAS Dctrla, Pat,

Go easy on Juice Thursday night.
He doesn't kno<JJ what a sex kitten
you are! You'll probabiy h;:n."e to
make the first move, you know how

sh!,' he is. Have a good time! mDul

gratulations on your graduation.
Believe you will not be forgotten. I

i \'l.'ould like to wish the rest of the
best a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year. That's to you
Kevin and David, along with Ralph

!m e you.

New Year and Good luck in the

Apts.: I want to wish you a Happy
New Year and a Merry X.mas. Con·

BETH, HI!

\_;,1e ali mc.naged to make it
.,.., •. '"'''"~" the first semester of "colat Bridgewater. It was a
pleasure to share it with you all. I
a.Nish you all: Rich F., Stuart.Rich C..

Christmas
aH the friends of :he
from the

Merry Christmas to all

there will be mam; more to come.

floor Shea: Janet.

Merry Christm;:1s with all rn~; love. l
have been
For A Girl Lil~e
You''

------------Mr. Hart ell, it was onl~i a littk keg! A
1050

giris 4th

Eileen,

Beth,
Eileen, Chris,
Donna, and you 1oo Paula and Beth.

VJe lm:e ),'a .
Rosebud and Patti
PS. You
are a bunch of 1912·
21-20·19!

THE BETS( my favorite subversive)
Birihday ;:ind
Chirst·
~Jes, you can reviev,1 the

Concerned Friend of the guys in

~'OU

Dead Kennedys and The Plasrnatics.
Love Mrs. Pynchon .

That does it, I'm yours. Take me!

finz::iis and
super
good. Love your roomate!! Sayo
much!!

BOB AND DAN (yes, someone
wrote you a personal) Thank you for
contributing to the delinquency of a

minor. No, I haven't got lucky yet,
but there's always next year. Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year
and all that sentimental slop. Bon
voyage Bob and see you next year
Dan
A Minor.

TO THE PLAGUE!! MERRY
CHISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW
YEAR!!!! GOOD LUCK ON
FINALS AND HAVE AN AWE·
SOME VACATION!!! LUV, YOUR
TWO FAVORITE CHICS, THE
PLAGUETTES!!!

D, on 3rd floor-Merry Christmas!
Wanna get high??!! c. Take off that
Handi Hat. D· Where's Gary??
eeey! T -FINE!! Love vour neighbors J and N.

JMM been real. I know its beE:n real

for you too. We're out of here and
you even finally get a personal.
Hope you enjoy the kiddies next

semester. Merry Chr;stmas and all
ti1i:'1t other stuff we don't haw~ time
for. Me P.S. Your v:eird magner

------·----·--~

the guys in 220 and 224 Scott Hall,

you cool cats! \Vhal's up? Have a
nice holiday Love Sly and Patners

<JJe ofBood Cheer... ·

-

,. . . .
II

.

.

,
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Carol Daiker's Flowers
63 Main Street

Bridgewater

SMudiN's li9uon STORE
100 PlyMOUTli STREET
BRidqEWATER

fresh cut flowers
silk arrangements

Enj~

flowering and green plants

hap1
gooj

Balloon ·Bouquets

At the Foot
of the Hill. •

Personally delivered to

attt
and

the

all the Bridgewaters and Brockton

Complete Pr

697-9498

•

.A
-j.

!

.•.

~
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Dorr's Stat
OFFICE. & SC.I
TELEPHONE
43 CENT!AI

aRP>GEWAT

Dear Jim, Have a very ·Merry
Christmas and one he!! of a Happy
New Year in Penn. See you when
you get back.
Love ya D.A.N.

rn

Hey Rich:
miss !JOU so piease visit
rc1e next SE'rnester. 1 hope you don't
forget me because I'll never be able

to forget about you. Let's have
another talk before l go ... and ...
love, the Princess.

MERRY CHRlSTMAS TO CEICIL'S ROOMATES

Annie, Barb, Sue, M.B., Deb &
Brenda: Merryb Christmas eve·
ryone! One down, one to go. Let's
get psyched for another semester of
rowdy (???) carrying on. Here's to
us · the quieter side of the second
floor. Love, J.

Deeny, Shelia, Eliane, laura,
Michei!e, and Steve have a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Have a wonderfui Christmas. rm
going to miss you and all the crazy
time together. Don't forget to corne

Apt. 7 A: Anne, l\ifory, Jane, Cam &
Dolores: It's been a great 2 years
with you <:1li. Thanks for everything.
i'l! miss \,iOU all · but !'!I be back to
1..1isit - n~x! semeste~ to end our
in
senior ye.ar

and visit and don't worry the maid
will be coming! Love you, Scruffy

Do ~/ou believe student teach·
in~; is almos1 over'? 'We're
10

Thanks
it all.

and bags, -I war.t to be a football
horn! Pa! Have a cinclereila birthday
The girls in 111 Pope

AT. go and do-do
that magic
voo-doo,
that thing that you do,
so very wen.

Have !JOurself a ver~· Merry Cl1ist~

mas!! To Dave, Brian, Tony, Steve,
Paula, Karen, Doreen, Brenda, and
Sue (did i forget any one) HO HO
HO Hope Santa feels generous.
Bless you all. Michael

To the cast of God, MERRY
CHIRSTMASl I think He liked the
play! God knovJs why. Hey break an
arm tonight no but have a good
vacation and a Happy Easter! Bob
Fate
· The Bridgewater Rugby Club would
lihe to thank all their loyal fans who.
have stud: it out for one more set.1son of rain, cold, and of course a few
now and then. Thanks for
the fall season a good one.

TYPING PERSONALS BITES!!!
MERRY CHIRs:rMAS TO EVERYBODY WHO DIDN'T WHITE A
PEHSON A.L
FROM THE
COMPSET

I would personally like to thi)nk
Steve Ijams for his efforts in a per
somil record of 39 points in one

Mike See you in a few
that eve·ry da!,.' will be
us! Love, Maria

Honey-Child J.: You are a sensitive,
wonderful, and caring person. You
are specbl in many ways. Have a

game

- no more· treats

Chirsttnas. I hope the New

Christmas sweelie!

will be a happy one for the both

~jou

for Anm::>.
Love,

!ear. Ex sa!l ent! Its in a cup. Boxes

R2D2- Like your sexy legs in
"<,horts"- Stop by for some Christ·
mas "cheer" Friday afternoon.XO
Love, The Forbidden Fruit

from everyone on the BRC.

touch ...

bore 1.1,;jfr;out

20. Final!y
Dottie C. It's the
made ir to the big times, you old bci.g.
Its ace to the max (e pad). Prett~,.:

Merry Christmas and so long. I'll

miss you
Linda K. -Should !/OU
o. lady
VJaitin!J when she's in the mood'?-

Caryl.
Jean, Liz and
Kerry. . .
f)r making Shaw
Road c::,;ccllent' !··!ave the best
Christmas. and a drunk2n rfow
~l·ear. Lor... Q '\la l\il ·

Bing

Paula,

Bob, Tracey,

Andy Serrate,
Please pick
~J<:iroo ar the

kvn-

info Booth. Lo'''2
and Punchbowls, Lenny and
Squiggy.

Yvhrie
ChristnKlS and
a Happy
Year! (Love Bubbles)
- Girls in Hoom 65 Wood, 36 Pope,
120
and T oshi and Room 333
Pope a Very
Christmas, Love Diane

Hi, cutioie. Thanks for being my
best fri~nd always. I'll be you best
firend always. Love. Gorgeous

hunk.

L., Happy Holidavs LK Even
though I'm leavin~l I'll always be
there for ya. Be happy always. Love
ya, C.

Karl-Great. You know what we'll
do. We'll just wait.

---------------Wendy, Sue: This year has been the

J. Rosenbaum-Hi, how are you?

best. You guys are great. I'll miss
you both. Wendy-hang in there. I've
got faith in you! Merry Christmas!
Love Ya, Cathy

Shut-up, that's not the nicest thing
you've ever said. How's your sister
Rita? Regular! She's nice, too. Is she
expecting? Shalom, Members of

Vou're doinH ju:st fine, gang: R, A, B,
Christmas!
D, C, M, R, C.

P .-The horses are at the starting
gate-Bob

Hedassa

I iove

you.

A Kitten.

Margo, ,Judy, f{rissy, Cheryl, and

Jane! See at my summer bash in
July. (Don't forget the presents!)
in touch! Maria(*29)

1

of us.

The American Gigolo, You are so
much fun at
I
<1H 1'\wee
of us can 00 to

To Carol & Jody, .Merry Christmas
and Happy New Y car. You are the
b12st roommates anybody •~an ask
for. ~Jody, thanks for last v..18i::kend
?tnd
lov'tn
Carnl stay tbt~~

real soon!

Merry Chtistmt;ls from the girl who ·
was
st.

fl'_a11efe
With all
good wishes
for a Very

Merry
Christmas
and·Happiest
of New Years.·

Country Crafts - Supplies
Antiques
Just a minute away.
Stockings & Stuffers

1y health,

Jiness and
:tfortune
le holidays
throughout
new year.
;nting Sen;ice

Secret Santa Gifts
Christmas Ornaments
Homemade Candies
.
Presents for Mom and Dad
a:nd the Little Ones, Too.
HOLIDAY HOURS
Monday - Tuesday 10 to 5

SUBMARINES. -.SYRIAN~ ·-··SALADS

Bridgewater· Center
Open·7 Days

ionery Store·

Call ahead for convenience:

iOOl. SUPPL.JES

697-7288

697·2433
, SQ. (REAR)
ER. MA 02;324

Grade One

From the Burnell School
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Above-Joseph~ Garofalo

Age 7
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Mark Packard
Age 7

•
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Justin Ferbert
Age 6 1/2

CJ .·!rn!.r~
iP·
Kerstin Mingels
Age 6 1/2

1;c

Elizebeth Phaneuf
Age6
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Merry
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Happy.
.Chanukah ·
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Well, another year has gone by,
and with it a host of movies, most of
them incredibly bad. Hollywood has
really hit a creative dry-spell, resulting in cheap, imitative, and exploitative films, ranging from the
abominable The Cannonball Run
to the campy Mommie Dearest.
Movie audieces, who usually flock
to cinemas and drive-ins in search of
entertainment,have pretty much
stayed out of.the theatres this year,
perhaps due to the abysmal choices
in movies. Given a choice between
The Legend of the Lone Ranger
and euthenasia, I'd opt for euthenasia. Movie companies have little
cause to complain about low boxoffice grosses if they continue to
release movies of the Robot Monster mentality.
Even though this was· a rather dis-

Thanks, Litha!

mal year for movies, th~re were fortunately some movies that were
tasteful, intelligent, just plain emjoyable to watch. After careful consideration, I have come up with my list _
of this year's best movies. They are:
Gallipoli. An Australian film,
with limited release, is none the less
my favorite film of 1981. Peter Weir
aptly directs this story of two Australian soldiers at the ill-fated battle
of Gallipoli, a campaign by the British against the Turks which ended
in disaster for the Australians.
Superb acting by Mark Lee and
Mel Gibson and an intelligent story
makes this film a must to see.
Prince of the City. Treat Williams gives a virtuoso performance
as a crooked cop who becomes
guilty over his illegal activities and
squeals on his partners. Although
the film is rather tedious at points, it
still holds the movie-goer fascinated
by this study of corruption in the
police force.
Raiders of the. Lost Ark.
Steven Speilburg and George
Lucas collaborate to give audiences
a thrill a minute. Superb action
sequences and good acting by Harrison Ford and Karen Allen makes
Raiders the most enjoyable action

film to come out in a long time.
Arthur. An honest-to-goodness
funny film. Dudley Moore is uproarious as the drunken millionaire who
never grew up. John Gielgud is
hilarious as the sarcastic butler and
Liza Minelli makes the most of a
small role. A truly delightful film.
Chariots of Fire. Another
strong entry from the Australian
market. Chariots of Fire is the
story of two runners training for the
Olympics. Strong direction and fine
acting by Ben Cross and Ian Charleson makes Chariots another fine
example of the growing maturity of
the Australian film industry.
In all cases, these films represent
to me the finest in cinematic endeavors this year.
Well, so ends another semester.
The Screening Room sincerely
hopes that you have enjoyed this
journey into the film industry, and.
will be back next semester to give
you a hopefully informative view in
what's happening in Hollywood.
Subjects from the videotap~ market
and its effect ori copyright laws to
the growing maturity of the foreign
film market will be covered. In the
meantime, have a safe and happy
holiday. See you at the movies.

•
of
''An ev,en1ng
comic relief"
Brenda was marvelously uninhibited in "Defenseless Creature" and
ITX>st, charming in "Audition".
Scottts "Seduction" was terrific. It
seems we have a new leading man
with a handsome beard and husky
voice. Super. Janet Briand was a
consumate witch in "Governess" as
opposed to that of the "Arrangement" (I wouldn't want to spoil your
enjoyment by telling you too much.)
Mike Hale's "Allie" was precious,
but Vincent had him cornered. His
fury built too rapidly, leaving him
with nowhere to go. Perhaps he can
buil<;l it slower for the next performance, and have more fun with the
role. Jean Prall is a good talent and
can do a multitude of roles. Julia and
Irena were diverse enough to show
Jean's best. Lars Colson super control were there e\/en though the
audience could not see him. You
could picture his reactions.
IL was a warm, nice production
and very pleasing to watch.
~The Good Doctor", Neil Simon at
his best.

Woody's
'.J
JJ,J. / (
1.J .J
Woody Allen's "God'' is difficult to were cute and must have presented·
describe, Let's try insanity..... or.. a nice light change for him.
:!maybe, chaos ...... how about mltsy.~ Denise Cormier has the talent to
In short, it is hysterically funny. US-tackle any role'- and the cool to carry
.. you miss this, I'm sorry for you. It -... them off well. Her Blanche was cl.lte, · ·
was very 1 very funny. It is difficult toSbut her Old Lady was marvelous.
single out a.nY sing.le performance,tiB.ill Kadra, Kevin Roberts, Mike
because each player added some~Hale, Marion Norton David Butler,
zaniness to the play-within-a-play.'·. Linda Kelleher, Diane DiGiampietra
Howev.er, Bob Mello's comic genius and Doc Warye's head rounded put
was. evident <me more time. His bril-- this delightful cast. A super job done
Hant u~e of gestures and facial move-1 by al!. A couragious job of directing
.
-...,...:ments ts always outstanding. Deni!>e by.1J§..~ ..gel:T<?J1·
/i" '-~Ryan was a joy as Doris. It was a l In short, this is a wonderful even'E ' -~good role, and she filled it well.-Alan~irig, and you still have a chance to
~\...Talbot, as always was the profes~~see it. The last performance will be
'/,
'sional, however, he must keep in this evening, Thurday, December
mind the confines imposed by a 10 at 8:00 pm. Don't miss it, you'll be
·~toga. Karl Weidergotts characters
if you do .
. \. . . . .,
, .
ml ...."-~-<

'5:
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Sports
A Swimming Adventure
Bears Adapt 54 - 50
by Neil Bunick
"The team adaped to some unus,ual circumstance." Coach Joseph
Y eskewicz was referring to his
Swim Team's victory at Norwich on
December 5th. The trip north began
with an odd bus ride serving as an
indication for an interesting day to
follow. When the Bears finally
arrived at their Vermont destination
they were welcomed to a green
colored pool caused by Scuba dye
from 100 cadets that day. The two
teams agreed to hold the meet at the
Wedgewood Swim and Racquet
Club because of the unhealthy visual conditions at the Norwich pool.
The conditions for swimming
competition at the Wedgewood
pool were poor--there were choppy
waters, no starting blocks and no
markers. Nonetheless Bridgewater
managed a 54-50 come from behind
win over Norwich. The keys to victory according to Coach Yeskewicz
were excellent performances from
his divers relay teams and Ken Bernard who was a double winner in the
meet. Divers Jim Herbert and Mark
Hayes staked Bridgewater to an
early 12-6 lead. The divers captured first and second in the onemeter optional dives. The divers
have kept the team in their
meets( the divers did well in a trimeet loss to Keene State and Clarke
on December 1st.)
Bridgewater was losing ground to
the Cadets in the middle of the
meet. A big blow to the Bears came
when they were swept in the 50
freestyle--the team's best 50 man
missed his turn and the second BSC
swimmer was disqualified. The team

was only able to capture six first
places out of thirteen events so
second and third place finishes were
important. Brian O'Neil was runner
up on the 100 Butterfly and Mike
Piazza had a second place finish
against a strong Norwich swimmer.
Ken Bernard picked up valuable
points with victories in the 200 Individual Medley and 100 Breastroke.
Bernard swam close to a team
record with his breastroke led of the
medley relay. His performances
enabled the 400 Freestyle Relay
T earn to be in a position to win or
lose the meet for the Bears.
So is all came down to the final
relay event wuth Brigewater trailing
50-47. A relay win is worth seven
points and zero points for runner
up; hence the winner of the relay
would win the meet overall. Coach
Yeskewicz told his freestyle relay
team, "its your meet to win." The
four BSC swimmers were psyched
and they came through on top.
Freshmen Ken Doyon started
quickly and in the process dropped
his time nicely. Carl Dietz ("steady
. as a rock" says his coach) swam a
strong second leg. Third man, Will
Cheney held the lead( he is just starting to get his tin:i,e to drop said Yeskewicz). Therefore the meet was left
in the hands of anchorman Mike
Piazza. The swim coach lauded
Piazza: "If you fall behind to 'Mr.
Clutch' forget it. Its over!" Piazza
completed the relay and "touched
home" first and it was over for Norwich 54-50--Bridgewater's ·first win
of the season in three ties.
Coach Yeskewicz also pointed

Budweiser®
KING OF BEERS®

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
KEN BERNARD
He is a member of the 1-2
Men's Swim Team. Bernard
led the medley relay team to
victory and swam the 200 butterfly in 2:34 to finish first
against Keene and second
against Clarke· in a tri-meet
loss on December 1. Against
Norwich on December· 5 he
won the 200 individual medley in 2; 19 and the 100 breaststroke in 1:08.2. and agian led
the medley relay team to victory with an excellent breastroke leg.

out noticeable improvement from
three of his swimmers--Jim Reagan
on the distance freestyle, Butch
Payne "smoothing out his style" and
backstroker Dave Riley who has
"tremendous potential". The happy
swim coach also said that Tom
Cameron was steady in the Norwich
meet. The team was without the services of Bill Crampton.
The relay victories were extra
sweet for Bridgewater, "It was the
first relay meet we won in two
years," said 13-y.ear BSC swimming coach. "There was.an unusual
set of circumstances which the team
adapted very well to." Coach Yeskewicz noted that his team "learned
alot that day because people have to
learn to adapt to changes in their
life."
The day ended as strange as it
started. The bus ride home (with
BSC wrestling and basketball
squads) was slowed down by the
first snow storm of the year. They
arrived back at 1:00 am with most
players stranded on campus
because of the severe weather
conditions.
Next up for the swim team is
Brandeis away on December 9th.
The coach said his team matches up
well against Brandeis and expects to
l,llin. Northeastern at home on
December 12th is a different story.
He said it is difficult to compete
against a team like Northeastern
which gives out schol~rships.
Coach "Yez" (as some of his players
call him--probably for his optimistic
outlook) said of his.·. l""'.""""2 team,
"we're going to get better!"

t.JNSPORTSMANLIKE
CONTACT

Get Him - Hit Him
Kill Him

by Susan Hanlon
mates! The very &econd that the
"What so proudly we stand ... oh fight broke out the whole stadium
say does that Star Spangled Banner went wild. Everyone around me
yet wave ... " The last notes from the stood up and cheered (louder than
organ are drowned out by the they ever did f.or any goal!) I sat back
cheers of the everyday American as in shock.
he settles down to watch the hockey
"Get him, ya. get him ... kill the
game. Its Thursday night, the Bos- bum .. nail Gretsky .. holy ****what a
ton Bruins are playing the Edminton fight....'' Hands started clapping
Oilers. I buy my popcorn and pro- rythmically as everyone strained to
gram, and settle down with the rest, get a better view of the bloodshed.
· all excited for my first hockey game Looking around I noticed adultsever.
(from suited businessmen to
The game is going great: Cash- drunken collegiates) and children
man consistently comes out of the alike, smiling and urging the viocorner with the puck, Kasper lenc{:l on. How could these people,
doesn't move from Gretrsky's side, who wanted an end to war, who
and McNab simply dazzles eve- were outrageo at the violence on
ryone with his stick handling and TV, stand there and scream hysteriskating. The crowd around me cally "Kill him, kill him"? The people
cheers faithfully enough, although chanted on and on like the macabre
they seem a little restless.
hunt scene in Lord of the Flies-Once in the middle of the game, barbaric and ruthless.
time is called to remove from the ice,
I left the rink in disgust and
debris that was thrown there by a returned just in time to catch the last
fan. The police go. to .the bcdcony to of the penalties"''2 minutes rough-:·
remove the malcontent, and a scuf- ing" (huh, more like beatingl)-"2
fle ensures. Everyone around me minutes holding" (only they would
stands up to catch a glimpse and call strangling grip holding) 10 minCongratulations to the some start chanting "thrown him ute game misconduct. Poor Terry
following winners:
over, throw him over" a rather sick O'Reilly, he was benched for "misM.ens. Division
statement in jest or not.
conduct". But what about the "misAfter the excitement the people conduct of the fans", these normal,
Banka's Bombers
settle down again in their seats but everyday, peace loving Americans?
they are even more restless. Why? What do they get for their disgusting
John Benkis - Capt.
The game is being well played and jeers of "hold him down, then punch
Tim Murphy
the Bruins are ahead.
him?" The guy next. to me actually
Michael Dutch Weyat
Suddenly a fight erupted on the said afterwards, "Oh the 1fight is
Mike Erude
ice between two players 1 who were overi back to boring hockey. Well,
John Riley
quickly joined by more of their team- at least we got our money's worth.~'
Jim Harvey
Jim Robideaux
Intermural/Recreational News
John Hoemberg
Domingo Amado
Bill Lindquist · The Boston Globe Pre-Season Ski Show .... has been rescheduled for
Tuesday, Decemb~r 15th at,7:45 pm. in the Student Union Ballroom.
There will be a fashion show, special ski film, preview of the latest
Women's Division
e~uip~ent, pas.se~ to ski areas and schools, and some lucky person will
wm skns a~d bmdmgs! This show is open to all BSC students, faculty,
Valley Vikings
st~f, and fr~ends. The public is also welcome and encouraged to attend.
This event 1s sponsered by the B.A.I.R.S. and H.P.E.R. clubs.
Dawn Rogers-Capt.
Lisa Flanagan
Jacquelyn Flynn
WANTED: The IM/REC program is looking for a student to serve as this
Sharon Henry
years' Men's Basketball sport supervisor during second semester. If you
Johanna Lawlor
are interested in· this paid position, please see Candy Kendall 108 Kelly
ext. 286 ASAP.
· . '
'
Tracey Lee
Linda Melix
Cathe~ine Kaussos
VOLL YBALL VICTORS
Lisa . .Stragliotto
The 1981 I~ yollyball season ended on 12-3 with a final round of very
Donna Silvia
t~ugh co~pet1t1on. Thanks to all of the participants who played so well,
Lisa Vamiper
with sp.ec1al thanks to Kelly Morang and John Benkis who served as part
-:;uperv1sors.
Coed Division
3-Person Volleyball Standings:The Crew
After two rounds of competition, the women'steam, Gar~nimals, are
Rick Kelly-Capt.
still strong and wilt compete against the equally toughtea,m, the Hearts.
Marty Trahan
In the men's division, Steve's team will see action against Bangers team.
Bob Olsen
Both of thes.e final matches will be played on. Thursday, December 10
Jim Robideaux
during the free hour in the Kelly large gym. The competition will be tough
Jim Harvey
and the games will be close. If you've never seen this unique competition,
Anne Rynne
come to the gym on Thursday and find out what it's all about. ,
Eileen Busby
Joanne Olsen
Basketball Bits:
Tricia Harvey
Craig Matt
Women's IM Basketball season is off to a great start this year with
Eileen Cuttle
several good teams vying for the title of "All Campus Champs." Mixed
Helen Roz
Bag, Confusion Plus, and Gophers are looking good so far with two wins
Miriam Santi
and zero- losses .each. Good job! The next games are .scheduled for
Carol Mirisola
December 14th and 15th so come to the gyn. to root on your favorite
team. Good luck to· all teams!
.

by Neil Bunick
The 1-3 Women's Basketball
team has gotten off to a slow start,
but give them time. First year BSC
coach Martha Hastings expects the
team to put their whole game
together soon. Lack of practice has
hurt the overall cohesion of this talented team. With just five practices
under its belt, Bridgewater began a
busy schedule with five games in
two weeks.
With more practice the Bears
should lessen their turnovers,
rebound stronger and adapt better
to opposing teams' press. Coach
Hastings is a former assistant coach
of the number two ranked in the
nation: University of Maryland
(1977-79). She also had brief professional stints the past two years with
the New Jersey Gems and the New
England Gulls. She is a new coach
with a new system. Coach Hastings
is a demanding coach. "I expect a lot
from them. My players claim I
demand more from them than any
other coach," the first year coach
said.
Bridgewater's season opener was
at Stonehill on November 24th.
Coach Hastings lauded Stonehill.
Unfortunately, Bridgewater had to
play them first and lost 68-48. The
Bears kept things close until the
second half. The team did not box
out well let Stonehill domimite the
boards. BSC was plagued by a devastating total of 24 turnovers. The
women played well against Stonehill's full court press and man to man
defense but had trouble against
their zone defense. Offensively the
hoopsters shot over 50% and were

led by DeeDee Enabenter and
Karen Croteau. Enabenter had 13

Women's Basketball
p r a c t•l c e M a k es Perfect

points, four assists and Croteau
chipped in with 11 points, five assists
and six rebounds.
.h . h
Coach Hastings does expect the
The squad began the month of fme playmaking game wit eig t team to turn things around quickly.
December with a 62-57 win over assists and seven rebounds.
Although the team can't practice
Westfieid State. Coach Hastings, a
Coach Hastings labeled the during finals the basketball coach is
firm believer in aefense, sspoke of Colby game on Decemb~r St.h as planning double sessons everyday
her.strategy: "The best offense was "our best game to date. Bnd~e- during the Christmas break (Januour defense in that game." Their· water significantly decreased its ary 2-14). "Their record is not a
strong defense resulted in 24 Bridge- mistakes to just nine turn?vers. l_'he reflection of their ability. They have
water steals which were turned into Bears came out strong m the first been competitive with every team.
many scores down the opposite half but didn't pressure the guards They have a good team attitude and
l. \
end. Once again the "Bouncing _enough in the second half. The and I expect .them to be a totally
Bears" were hurt by too many Colby guards were able to get the different team in January. No doubt
;.
~
miscues -- 22 to be exact. They were ball underneath to the tall~r women we will be one of the strongest teams
able to put the ball in the hoop to wear down the Bridgewater in Division II in the state," exclaimed
though. Tammy Turner had, 18 squad. Certainly t~ Colby's advan- the enthusiastic coach.
As the saying goes "practice '
Points six rebounds and three tage was their height -- they had
I
steals. ' Jodi Callicutt was just as three Payers
over 6'2" · B~1·dgewa.ter makes perfect." With pratice the
effective with 18 points 10 rebounds was unable to stop Colby~ baseh~e Bears offense should improve and
and five steals. Mich~lle Curry a penetration. Coach Hastmgs said turnovers lessened they are playing
transfer from Clarke helped br~ak the game was marred by P?Or ref~- well defensively and playing strong
down the Westfield z~ne with some reeing. "The refs played a big ?art m first halves. But four quarters make
very important outside jumpers.
the game. I was not pleased with the a game not two. With the stron
On December 3rd Bridgewater refs at all," she explained. BSC was basketball background and winning
lost a squeaker to Salem State 52- whistled for 17 fouls while Colby was attitude of Women's basketball
50. The women had their season only called for 7 fouls. The result Coach Martha Hastings, one has to
hgih in turnovers with a wh9pping was a 51-48 for the hometown Colby believe that the team will be one to
total of 25. The Bears played a squad.
be dealt with in the future.
Doug Stairs Scores
superb first half, but were less sue- a5:assi~!IGSSSl~~ssi~g~~~~~IGS~~~~~~Q~b~~Js~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
cessful in the second half·- a signifi- • If I'm on the court and there's a that this first half of the semester is ~~~e~a~:r~~~.: j~:;e~at: a ;~~
cant pattern throughout the early oose ball....
important for the team, if they are to lead and floated to a twenty point
part of the season. Salem supplied It's belongs tome."
Coach Mike be productive through the stroking of th.e Hibernators Bears.
an effective three corner ,press einstein
remainder of the season. "The team 'fhe Bears then traveled to Veris full of confidence and will do well
mont, where they were reminded
against BSC who were too cautious
and wasted too much time bringing
He's a senior, he's been playing . this season. I know it." The 'Red never come to a ski country without
the ball up to halfcourt. Turner and asketball for Bridgewater for four Head' has spoken.
k
Colli.cut led the team i·n scor1'.ng
d h" t I h
t
II
SPORTS ROUND UP
your skiis. New York too revenge
ears an
1s s ye as no rea Y
an the Bears by sending New Paultz
again. Tammy Turner had 16 points changed that drastically. The moves
The Bears currently are 6-3 and
and 11 rebounds, while teammate are a lot more controlled, the lay- face a tough foe in Salem State college to Norwich Vt. accompan·
Hammond
Jodi Callicutt had 16 points and 13 ups go up stronger, the shots. are Thursday at home and Saturday ied
who by
usedone
his "smooth"
, ,, frame to
accumu64
"bounds." Michelle Dineen had a more accurate, and the defense is they travel to Mill City, U.S.A. and
d
h
h. d b"1 U ·
't of late 28 points, three dunks an a
Stl.ll all over the court. M1"ke Fe1·n9 mversi Y
destruction of the Bridgewater team
.
face t e toug an
stein has proven to be the epitome
Lowell team. The Bears started off
_
_
95 74
of excellence on this basketball
the season playing three relatively
Saturday, B.S.C. faced Lyndon
team. He does'nt grumble, he leads.
weak teams and put a basketball State and "rocked the house" to the
He does'nt play alot of minutes, but
clinic in for St. Rose (who traveled - tune of
_
. The Bears came
95 74
up from New York.), Ha~thorne
home Monday nigh"(andagainfaced
gets alot of rebounds or points. He
leads. Mike has led the team to a
and Newport College. Tough
d
.
taking two of the five points possibl 6-3 ·record and has_. shown the
Bridgewater clearly over-matched Massachusetts fyfaritime, ~n agam
from the defending Champions, l):
lost. This time py one pomt, a bad
these .three teams, that did not stop call, and .a s-l-6-o-w- time keeper,
Lowell. Fighting for BSC were Jim same type of hustle and determinathem from turning the ball over an
unfortunately, a\such deserved wiri
Carroll, Hitoshi Sumida, Joe tion that he showed when he first
tried out for this team three years
average of 23 times. Highlighting went down to the cape with the
Valante, and Alfred Mubanda.
these _games was the soon to _cadets. The Bears are now 6-3
The Kata b~am,. Joseph Cuilla. ago. As a sophomore and junior
become famous Moore to Stairs overall and _ . in the division.
Mike Katz, Jim Carrol, Joe Valante, Mike occasionally drew snickers
2
Connection. Moore averages about Thursday and2 Saturday they take
and Hitoshi Sumida did a fine job, from the crowd because of his- tendency to dive on the floor for loose . 13 assists each game and Dougie on Salem, University of Lowell, .
too.
Stairs capitalized on Kevin's.perfect home and away respectively.
Taking first place in the Novice balls. When asked about the
changes he intends to make with his
passes which earned him a BudKumite Competition, and bringing
styfo
of
play,
Mike
suggested
more
weiser player of_ the week award.
'BASKETBALL WHISPERS
home a giant trophy, were Ted
Moore showed more worth in the
· Peter Travare's jump shot does
Wooding, Joe Valante, Mike Katz, control, mor~ hustle, and better
defense.
Wheln
asked
about
the
victories
over
Boston
and
Fitchburg
seem
to be going in the right direcJim Carroll, and Alfred Mubanda,
team this yea?,Mike admits the lack
State. Playing a tough Boston team, tion this semester. He could be danand the Novice A team.
Kevin hit -a "Perry Moss" special at gerous. Devere Morris is pulling
Alfred Mubanda and Mike Katz of size the ·feam is noted for, but
the buzzer to pull to pull it out for down more rebounds than Janet,
both received medals of ·recognition points out that other teams are'nt
Bridgewater. Likewise, at Fitchburg Betty, or Pam has room to record
for having won the most fights in the much better equipped. "The teamis
qukk, surprisingly strong, and will
Kevfo's smooth handling and con- them .... Kevin Moore is a "Blue
course of the day.
fusing patterns, set up a jumper for Chipper" and he's getting bE;?tter. ... I
In addition, Hitoshi .Sumida arid score points." Feinstein poinfed out
Pete Travares to send the game into told you so!! Kevin Hedley "The
Mike Katz participated in the "Bos- after their second win in which they
overtime, and then for the fifth con- Cheeser" is just playin ole' super
ton Battle", a two-on-two fight con- trounced Hawthorne College.
Attesting
tc
this
fact
is
the
teams
secutive time, victory.
bad!!! Scoring17, 19and30pointsin
sisting in three rounds in which one
However all that glitter is not gold, the last few games. Watch the next
person is eliminated when an oppo- vidories over. St Rose, Newport,
and Coach Bryan found that out Bloopers movie, Coach Bryans last ·
nent scores on him. Mike Katz's fly- · oston Stare, Lyndon State, and
Wednesday and Friday, Wednes- few monday words have been edited
ing side-kick was the highlight of the Fitchburg State in tvhich they came
dose
to
scoring
100
day the squad traveled to Massa- in.
extremely
day. What says Bruce Lee is dead?
points. Hastly, Feinstein pointed out
chusetts Maritime Academy, and
That's all folks ..•.

- ..

.....
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-B.S.C. Shoto-Kan
Karate Club
On Saturday, November 21,
1981,. the BSC Shoto-Kan Karate
Tearn met bright and early at the
Student Union Building. Through
the rain and drizzle they traveled to
Harvard University, the site of the
New England -Collegiate Karate
Conference (NECKC) Fall semester tournament. For eight hours
they competed against teams from
BU, BC, U. Lowell, U. Mass.
Amher~t, U. Mass, Boston, Harvard
U., Dartmouth; Columbia, and MIT.
The women did well with Mickie
Conroy fighting -three fights and
Janet Kennedy also fighting three
fights. Both won one of their fights,
and both also competed well in the
Kata competition.
The Novice B team, consisting of
Tom McCullough, Joseph Cuilla,
Kevin Murphy, Larry Smith, and
David Hanley fought well. This was
the first time that these members
competed in a Tournament and it
was a great experience.
The Advance A T earn did well

Superior Automotive
Specialists, Inc.
56? Main St. (Rt. 28) Bridgewater

.f'· Dapper Dan's
25% off any purchase\
(excluding sales items))
with this coupon
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Open 7 Days

6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

697-9198 or 697-9539
Electronic Wheel Alignment
Texaco Gas and Accessories
Comp.lete Radia~or Service
6 Bays/or Fast Service
Walker Mufflers and Pipes
AAA Road Service
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Bears Football Wrap-Up

By Dusty Chapeau
The echoes of thundering footsteps
are but a memory now as a thin
blanket snow covers the cleat·
riddnen surface of Swensen Memorial Field. Another group of Bear
Football seniors has completed
their four year (or in some cases
5-7 year) tradition of knocking
heads on the ol' gridiron. It will be a
long-remembered by these
football-heroes as their last hurrah
as pigskin-toting atheletes.
The 1981 football season,
although marred by mistakes, injuries and disappointment, will be
known as theyearofthe''ifs". If they
hadn't fumbled on the key down, if
they had a better running game, if
there weren't any controversial
penalties - then we just might have
come out on top. The Bridgewater
State Bears football team was laiden
with talent this year. Two seniors,

Co. Captian's Tim Milleric;k and
Bob ColangeJi, repeated as AllConfere nee performers for the
second year in a row. Along with an
awesome defense which included
the likes of John Holt, Peter and
Dave Lacey, Tom Conrad, Dennis
Lopes, Mike Sharer and many others. The Bear proved to be one of
the toughest in the league giving up
only ten points per game.
The B.S.C. offense, led by junior
Quarterback Kevin Cobban (the
best passing-receiving combination
in the league) showed that it could
put points on the board, but lacked
an efficient running game. The
Bears leading rusher, Mike Cie·
sinski, gained only 294 yards on the
ground.
'
Though the defense would often
thwart the opponents scoring bids,
the offense seemed to lack the

"grind-it-out" type of game which is
needed to win ballgames. Several
losses were due to the Bears inability to capitalize on key situations. It
seemed that either a fumble or
penalty would would always stall an
important drive. Such was the case
in three dose losses in which the
home-town boys fell in the final minutes, 14-10 to Nichols, 10-7 to
WNEC and 14-6 defeat at the
hands of conference champs Plymouth State.
There were some high points in
the otherwise dismal season
though. A big moment came when
split-end Ron McCarthy broke a
school record for number of receptions in one season (finishing with
45.) On October 17th the Bears
recorded their biggest victory since
1975, when they ronted Connecticut State 38-0. In that contest

kicker. Larry Burnham booted field
goals, ali over 30 yards, to pace the
Bears the biggest thrill of the season
came on homecoming day though,
as admist a crowd of well
400
rowdy spectators, B.S.C. came
from behind to defeat Curry College
20-7. Linebacker Dennis Lopes
. returned an interception for one
score and __ Dave Lacey raz:zledazzled his way to the goal line on
another T.D. which he pitched ta
safety Tim Millerick.
IndividlJ.q] Bear efforts were recognized when defensive tackle Bob
Colangeli, offensive tackle Mike
Halpin, defensive back Tim Millenck
and split end Ron McCarthy were all
selected to the 1981 New England
Football Conference AU-Star team.
Injuries were another devastating
factor in the downfall of this years

over

squad. lineman Steve Baillageron
was put out early in pre·season with
a knee operation. Rich LeBlanc,
Tom Conrad, Dennis Lopes and
Jeff· LaMagdalaine all suffer-ed the
.
same fate as well.
Coach Peter Mazzaterro sighted
bad mistakes, ~n inconsistent kick·
ing game and injuries as the big

pitfalls.
"We were'nt able to come up with
the Big Play when we needed it, sigh·
ted the coach and we made too
many mistakes in key situations"
Looking ahead to the. 1982 season, B.S.C. must recruit a whole
new defensive front iine as well as a
fast pair of running backs. "We will
loose our whole defensive front
four, and must recruit some speed
in our backfield,'• sighted the Bears
mentor.

Scoring
_ Here are the stats for the 1981
team;

the leaders in each catagory.

Player
Passing, Kevin Cobban Games:9 Attempts:240 Completed:93 Yards:l231 %:38.8 TD's;4 Int's:16
..Rushing, Mike Ciesinski Games:9 Attempts:l55 Yards:294 Average:l.9 TD's:O
Receiving, Ron McCarthy Games:9 Receptions:46 Yards:713 Average:lS.5 TD's:2
Interceptions, Tim Millerick Games:9 Intercepts:8 Yards:99
Punting, Mike Knight Games:7 No. of Punts:46 Yards:1556 Average:33.6
Punt Returns, Brian Walker Games:9 Returns:l3 Yards:60 Average:4.8
Kick.Returns Mark Bullock Games~9 Returns:S Yards:55 Av~rage:ll.O

A.O. Mary Lou Thimas
, AIAW VS. NCAA

Ms. Thimas is highly concerned years of competition due to possible
with the plight of women's sports in pregnancy obstructions.
the future and its affect on BSC.
The transfer rules also seem to be
Presently there is much debate in favor of the women. The AIAW
between the Association of Intercol· allows women to transfer from one
legiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) school to the next with athletic
and the National Collegiate Athletic scholarships in effect and immeAssociation (NCAA)--restricted to diately be eligible for varsity play.
just 1.ll'ltil recent!~~ In. fact on Men. on the other hand, must
October 9, 1981 the A!AW med suit attend the transferred college one
in federal district court to try and semester ·before competing, so that
prohibit the NCAA from conducting scholarships can continue. Ms. Thiits nearly administered women mas says that "participation is what ·
championship prQgram. The AIAW is important in the transfer rule."
charged the NCAA with violation of
The AIAW recruitment restricthe Sherman Anti-Trust Act.
tions are more severe than in the
The AIAW is worried that the NCAA The men's recruiters have
present enactment of NCAA. the option to take potential players
Women's Chamionships could to restaurants and discuss their
eventually cause. the AIAW to .fold. school programs following a high
The AIAW established in 1971 is by school game 1 says Thimas. She said
fartheyoungestofthetwoorganiza, that the women "can't wine them
tions. The NCAA is 75 years old. and dine them.'' At Bridgewater
The AIAW has a few more active State College however, men's .and
member, yet the NCAA operating women's recruitment is somewhat
budget is overwhelmingly larger-· similar. A potential athlete caq only
about 25 times. that of the AJ.AW's. · have their meals and housing~ the
The AIAW has suff-erd a 20percent BSC campus. Women recrljiters
membership loss and 32percent can only provide this service. kmce
average championship participation while men recruiterscanofferhospi1oss. Division I Championship play tality more than once.
participation is nearly cuty ih half
To the NCAA a college's athletic
because of NCAA action. Athletic teams are a member of the same
Director Thimas ~inted out some division. The AIAW let coUeges
of the differences betwe€n the develop divisions by sport. AIAW
NCAA and The AIAW. Thee maln division selection is based upon
contrasting factore iridude eligibil· competitiveness and financial condi·
ity, transferring, recruitment .and tions. The men1s sports at BSC are
division play, she said. The eligibility members. of the NCAA Division Ill.
rule in the AIAW allows men only a Some women's teams are members
total of five years to complete. four of the AIAW Division U and others
years of collegiat.ia com~tition. of Division III. Division teams are
Women, under the AIAW rule have allowed to give a student athlete up
an unlimited amount of time for four to 10% of tuition scholarship. Div-

m
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Special
Concert!

~

A special concert is now being prepared for you. The Creat·

mg·Music dass, under the direction of Dr. Jacob Liberles,

h~s

een writing musical pieces which will amaze you. Come! Hear

he talent of your fellow students as they perform their works.
he concert will take place Tuesday, December 15th at 11:00

·n the Student Union, Rm UG-4. If you don't know where
hat is ask the guy standing next to you! Hope to see you there!
'll!:ii"1M>.o>t.o'~.,q.~~~~~~~,~~~~

Games TD's X-P's F-G's Points
9
5
0
0
30

Cobban
Burnham
McCarthy

9
9

0
2

7
0

Bridgewater State College
Football Lettermen 1981

Gary "Ackerman
Dave Buckley
Marek Bullock
Mike Bradley
Larry Durnham
Lin Candelet
Mike Ciesinski
Kevin Cobbans
&b Colangeli
Tom Conrad
Tom ComacchiC'I
Mitch Degere

Dan Drew
Bob Devereaux
Don Gibson
Jim Hackey
Mike Halpin
Vin Harte
john Holt
Steve Hughes
Bob Iodice
Mike Knight
Dave Lacey
Peter Lacey

Bob Lee
Dennis Lopes
Brad Lord
Ron McCarthy
George McCarron
Tim Millerick
Mike Moriarty
Steve Powell
Steve Prew
Hank Reed
Mike Shaver
Brian Walker
c'

ision II schools can give from U to
15% and Division I a whopping 51 to
100% scholarship. Bridgewater
State College chooses to offer no
scholarships on the basis of athletic
ability.
Director Thimas and her coaches
will . be meeting soon to decide
whether or not to join the NCAA.
As mentioned before the women
(AIAW) compete in divisions
according to each sport. The
women can play plenty of outside
strong teams because thev don't
play in a set. conference. ,
Ms. Thimas predicted that if
they played in Division III NCAA
BSC may lose a lot of the competi·
tive edge they now have.

5
0

23
12

Cobban Wins Award
B.S.C footbalJ quarterback Kevin
Cobban, a junior from Quincy, was
chosen as the recipient of the 1st·
Annual Golden Chapeau Award for
the most valuable player.
Cobban led the Bears in scoring
this season passing for 4 touchdowns and running for 5 more (30
points). Kevin was rated the top QB
in the league for most of the season.
The award, given by "The Comment,. was initiated by sportswriter
Dusty Chapeau. Cobban will
receive a ·plaque for his
acheivements.

,:~,

D.C. Congratulates Kevin Cobban
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